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light on

Leave a  

Many may remember the popular song by 

Belinda Carlisle with this title. But 25 years 

have passed and times have changed. These 

days we have to switch the light off and 

save energy. And that is a good thing. 

But we should also remember that healthy 

habits do not have to limit us. They can also 

be liberating and inspire us to see things dif-

ferently. We need to save energy by using 

light sensibly and creatively. By seeing it as 

the cohesive mood setting element in inte-

rior design – and conserving global resources 

by choosing lasting quality solutions, both in 

terms of function and aesthetics.

One thing that never changes is the need 

for good comfortable light. Energy-saving 

light bulbs have been a trial for anyone who 

wants to be both green and aesthetic. But 

with the right light source in the right fixture, 

both interests can be met. We recommend 

you pay particular attention to colour render-

ing when you purchase light bulbs – espe-

cially for places where natural colours play 

a key role, such as above the dining table or 

bathroom mirror.

This edition of Louis Home takes you sight-

seeing in Tivoli amusement park, on an 

evening walk among the terrace houses in 

Copenhagen, and to various restaurants and 

stores – all of which are very aware of the 

impact lighting has on your experience. 

We hope you will leave the light on a little 

longer and wish you pleasant reading. 
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Repro: Garn Grafisk. Print: Rosendahl Bogtryk. September 2014. 
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The three-shade fixture is one of the best-known light fixtures in the 

world. The design dates from 1929, and is one of the first basic designs 

PH created in this famous three-shade system. Even in the most re-

mote corners of the world you can meet people today who are famili-

ar with its characteristic silhouette. A shining icon which is synony-

mous with the PH light fixture. 

Poul Henningsen had many roles throughout his life: revue play-

wright, architect, social agitator and song writer. But above all he was 

a light designer. He was also called a ’light artist’, to which he replied: 

”If you create art, you are an artist – good or bad. And illumination is 

most certainly art!”

icon
More THan an 
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PH’s approach to lighting has had a 

huge impact on us: Lighting used to 

be a functional and practical ele-

ment, but has become a vital part of 

a room’s ambience, with its own 

role in interior design. Light fixtures 

contribute to home furnishings in 

the same way as pictures and furni-

ture, and are being used to create 

personal style and mood more than 

ever before. 
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Ignite the colours

The PH 3½-3 pendant with metal shades comes in three characteristic PH colours: green, red and yellow, 

as well as full white. All shades have a neat rolled metal edge, creating the visual impression of a thick 

shade. This edge is painted white in all coloured versions, highlighting the fixture’s stringent lines and 

pure silhouette. 

Brightens up any setting

Rustic, simple and functional are all fitting adjectives for this pendant. Despite its discrete expression, its 

presence rarely goes unnoticed. Without dominating or creating visual noise, it adds a special edge and 

charisma to any home and interior.
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A lifetime investment

When you buy a PH fixture it is a lifetime investment. A partner that will accom-

pany you and fit in anywhere, any time. It thus supports a more environmen-

tally aware lifestyle, where we increasingly value quality and durability. PH’s 

fixture design is the epitome of both these characteristics. The ingenious sy-

stem, combined with a keen aesthetic eye, has taken his light fixtures and 

lighting philosophy around the world, and many are passed on from generation 

to generation.
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House Doctor studio

The photographs for this article 

were taken in House Doctor’s 

new photo studio in Ikast, Den-

mark – a home furnishings play-

ground. It has been a pleasure to 

see how well the authentic PH 

fixture interplays with young 

and modern interiors, confirm-

ing its unique versatility.
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Cocks

& CowS
A beautiful, original glass ceiling, dark wooden 

floors and raw brick walls are the first things to 

catch your eye as you step into Cocks & Cows at 

Gammel Strand 34, where the name indicates a 

venue specialising in cocktails and meat. It has a 

reputation as Copenhagen’s best burger bar, but its 

popularity is equally due to the relaxed atmosphere 

and personal furnishings – a mix of auction finds 

and classic light fixtures from Louis Poulsen.

Up a few steps you can turn left into the bar, serving 

legendary drinks, or enter the large lounge with an 

open fireplace, well-worn inviting leather furniture 

and tables to seat 50 diners. 

”We strive to create an intimate and cosy interior, 

and we like to combine the old and the new,” ex-

plains 36-year-old Daniel Knuttel, a member of the 

Nord Gruppen partner trio which runs Cocks & Cows 

and a number of other restaurants and bars in Co-

penhagen. ”Young people today have no roots, so 

we love things which have history. It gives us secu-

rity when we surround ourselves with products we 

recognise. When they are also of high quality, grow-

ing in beauty as they experience use, it is perfect.

There is no need for furniture to be identical. We 

combine different tables, chairs and sofas, just as 

you do in your own home.”  

The restaurant’s lighting follows a similar philoso-

phy: ”Light is key to the ambience in a room, and 

the fixtures have been chosen based on precise 

criteria,” explains Daniel Knuttel: ”PH 5 is one of 

the fixtures we have used above the dining tables, 

which provides soft, intimate light. We use AJ Wall 

lights for general lighting in the restaurant and 

courtyard. A lighting space has been created in the 

lounge area using AJ Floor lights, which provide a 

comfortable downward directed light. By choosing 

light fixtures which many young people have grown 

up with, we achieve our goal of creating familiar-

ity – also in relation to lighting,” concludes Daniel 

Knuttel. 
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PH 5 PH 5

AJ
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the bird

& THe CHurCHkey
Nord Gruppen drew inspiration from the special atmosphere and rustic interiors found 

in bars in the Shoreditch district in Eastern London when they decided to create yet 

another bar in Copenhagen, a short distance from Cocks & Cows on Gammel Strand: 

The Bird & the Churchkey is located in a high ceilinged basement, and divided into 

a number of small rooms, each with their own special style. All Nord Gruppen bars 

feature an animal name, and ’churchkey’ is British slang for a bottle opener. The Bird 

& the Churchkey specialises in gin & tonics, and also offers an extensive range of in-

ternational beers. 

Like the company’s other bars and restaurants, the furniture in the Bird & the Churchkey 

has been sourced from auctions and flea markets, and patrons can relax in old French 

leather sofas and armchairs or sit at small tables on benches or various chairs. Daniel 

Knuttel, partner in Nord Gruppen, notes that the choice of lighting is also based on 

clear goals: ”We use lighting to emphasise the homely atmosphere, making it an obvi-

ous choice to use pendants and table and floor lights, rather than built-in or indirect 

lighting. In order to create the right ambience and light level, we have installed many 

light points, at low heights. We have also made an effort to choose surfaces that re-

flect light, such as a shiny tile floor and the leather furniture. It is also essential that 

the light fixtures are glare free, which is a defining characteristic of the Louis Poulsen 

range.” 

Graphite grey PH 5s and Tolbod Metal fixtures with die cast bronze shades hang above 

the tables, both of which emit a soft, downward directed light. A couple of OJ Table 

lights have been placed in the windows facing Gammel Strand. These are made of 

white painted spun steel and also emit a soft, decorative and comfortable light.
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Toldbod 120, AJ, PH 5 & OJ

OJ & PH 5 Toldbod 120
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AJ

AJ, Toldbod 120 & PH 5
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Toldbod Duo lives up to its name through its combination of two colours. 

Drawing on this theme, we asked Illums Bolighus to help us create four 

inspiration pages using selected colour combinations. Illums Bolighus ac-

cepted the challenge, and we hope that these pages will inspire you and 

encourage creative play with colours at home.  

All collages were created by Martin Graae, chief decorator at Illums Bolig-

hus. The products can be purchased in Illums Bolighus in Oslo, Bergen, 

Stockholm, Malmö, Copenhagen and Aarhus.

 
Duo

To L D b o D
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& art

When you pass the shop at the address Vesterbrogade 178, it doesn’t 

look all that special. If you look through the windows, you will see a rela-

tively subdued range of clothes – mainly t-shirts and sweatshirts adorned 

with a variety of prints. But you will also notice something a little more 

outré. One-off chairs made of recycled wood, entertaining little figures 

and – in particular – bowls made of a kind of plaster cast with different 

surfaces. Intricate and unusual.

The space itself has a rustic ambience, calling to mind New York. Rough 

surfaces and unfinished edges. Charming shelves, funky wooden chests 

combined with very simple suspension fittings. The emphasis here is 

very much on combining sustainability with the hip and extraordinary. 

The background lighting is provided by industrial ceiling fittings, which 

cast a cold, basic light.

It is said that lighting makes all the difference – so let’s put that to the 

test. Different strokes please different folks – mercifully – otherwise we 

would miss out on all kinds of great experiences. Judge for yourself!

 

We think that the lighting adds personality and nearness to the room. 

The contrasts between the raw and the industrial are given a touch of 

warmth, while the room manages to maintain its original simple concept 

purely because the lights are minimal and uncomplicated in their funda-

mental design. Someone mention the ability to fit in?

Sustainability
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Doo-Wop. PH 50, Toldbod, PH Snowball, Doo-Wop, Moser, LC Shutters, PH 3/2, PH 5
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PH 3/2
Doo-Wop, PH 50, Toldbod, 
PH Snowball, Moser, LC Shutters

PH 3/2 PH 3/2 & PH 5
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PH 5

Moser

PH 2/1
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PH 3½-2½ & PH 3/2
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artificial light  
The house had been used by Aarhus University for 

tuition for many years, so extensive renovations 

were called for. However, kilometres of wiring and 

IT cables and black linoleum floors were not enough 

to scare away the new buyers. Having trained as a 

construction engineer and interior designer, they 

were well equipped for the task. 

Soon after taking possession, the new owners had 

sketched out how they wanted the house to end 

up looking. The main goal was to return the house 

to how it originally looked when it was built in 

1934 as a single family dwelling with a basement. 

Today the basement has been fully exploited, so 

the house has three full storeys. The young couple 

have focused on timeless design solutions, favour-

ing austere interiors without too much bric-a-brac.

They have been very consistent in their use of ma-

terials. The load-bearing walls – from basement to 

dormer – have been exposed down to the bricks 

to highlight the soul of the house. The other walls 

have a matt white surface, broken only by a num-

ber of black surfaces, providing an attractive, mas-

culine contrast. Natural wood is another material 

one often encounters, as the man of the house is a 

keen big-game hunter and therefore wanted some 

natural elements within the home.

The DNA of the house is based on light 

You quickly notice that daylight plays an impor-

tant role as you move through the house. There 

are several ’embrasures’ in the brickwork, allowing 

daylight to stream in and creating expressive tran-

sitions between light and shadow. The couple feel 

these are very important to our well-being in our 

homes.

DayLiGHT &
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Panthella
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AJ PH 5 

AJ

Artificial light also plays an important role, but 

the owners’ budget did not permit them to pur-

chase the fixtures at the top of their wish list. 

They were therefore pleased that we brought a 

range of lights with us, which we installed. The 

couple were very pleased with all the lights, 

in particular the ’Artichoke’ above the dining 

table – which provides excellent illumination. 

We were also very welcome to leave the other 

table and floor lamps behind after the photo 

shoot, as the couple agreed that these – and 

the lighting they emit – were virtually ideal, 

and it doesn’t hurt that they are also very at-

tractive to look at.
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cuisine

Copenhagen is world famous for its culinary experiences. With the 

opening of Copenhagen Street Food, the city’s connoisseurs will 

have yet another playground, offering its own unique experiences. 

Copenhagen Street Food is not a reaction to Michelin restaurants 

and the Torvehallerne food market, but more of a supplement. 

Copenhagen’s new food venue is located on Papirøen (’Paper is-

land’), in the centre of Copenhagen Harbour, and has many con-

trasts to the city’s exclusive gastronomic delights. You can buy 

dinner here for DKK 50, and the setting is an alternative experi-

ence in itself. 

Booths of all shapes and sizes – from nostalgic caravans to archi-

tectural creations – provide a motley backdrop for the urban en-

vironment in the old paper warehouse. A kaleidoscopic universe 

where there are no limits to imagination. Exclusivity has been re-

placed by authenticity. 

The venue is still in its infancy, but when it is fully subscribed there 

will be up to 40 stalls offering food experiences from kitchens 

around the world. Once you have eaten your fill, you can quench 

your thirst with a variety of beers and funky drinks – or visit the 

Street food market – down-to-earth 
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Doo-Wop

PH 50

champagne bar. Diners can also en-

joy the magnificent view of Copen-

hagen’s old harbour frontage with 

its beautiful skyline, and the neigh-

bouring Royal Danish Playhouse. 

Copenhagen Street Food is an alter-

native, laid-back place with a warm 

appeal – like Christiania not far 

away. It is a haven, offering a treat 

for your palate as well as for your 

eyes. Or as Dan Husted, one of the 

organisers, says: ”It is one of the last 

playgrounds in Copenhagen. When 

they pull down this warehouse and 

build houses, it’s all over”.
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AJ & PH 80

Doo-Wop

PH 2/1

Flindt
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LC Shutters
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AJ Eklipta LEDEnigma 425

Enigma 425
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Doo-Wop & PH 50
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Enigma 425

LC Shutters
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in Tivoli

Officially opened in summer 2013, Kählers Restaurant in Tivoli is very special indeed. It is a designer 

restaurant that not only specialises in new interpretations of the conventional Danish open sand-

wiches, but also presents a unique interior featuring a mix of Danish Design furniture from the 1950s 

and 1960s, and items created by contemporary designers. Comfortably seated, you can tuck into straw-

smoked Rømø shrimps with chopped egg, Brussels sprouts, horseradish mayonnaise and onion rings 

– and other delights from the menu – served, of course, on plates and dishes from Kähler Ceramics.

The restaurant is the brainchild of Frantz Longhi, the architect from Aarhus, who took over the Næst-

ved-based Kähler Ceramics in 2007. The factory was originally founded in 1839, and quickly became 

famous for its working relationships with some of the finest craftsmen of the age. Committed to 

maintaining and developing these traditions, Frantz Longhi immediately began work on a comprehen-

sive revitalisation project involving young designers such as Louise Campbell, Søren Thygesen, Cecilie 

Manz and the design duo that goes by the name of ‘Stilleben’. In addition, Frantz nurtured an inter-

est in modern Danish cuisine. In the space of two years, he established three successful restaurants 

in Aarhus, and when the restaurant ‘Perlen’ in the famous Tivoli gardens became vacant in 2013, he 

spotted an opportunity to kill several birds with one stone: a showroom (and sales outlet) for ceramic 

products from Kähler, a restaurant serving contemporary Danish cuisine, and a display window for 

Danish furniture design. All gathered together at the most popular tourist attraction in Copenhagen.

The early history of the restaurant is interesting as well. It was designed in the mid-1960s by Poul Hen-

ningsen’s son Simon ‘Spjæt’ Henningsen, who was chief architect at Tivoli for many years. The original 

wall fixtures that ‘Spjæt’ designed for the restaurant have been renovated and supplemented with 

fittings including the PH Artichoke with frosted glass shades and RGB diodes that change colour. Purists 

may consider colour-changing light sources in the Artichoke akin to blasphemy – but we are in Tivoli, 

after all, where cheeky behaviour is almost expected ...

Traditions honoured & redefined 

By Mike Rømer MDD
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PH 4½-3½

PH Artichoke
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PH Artichoke
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Markant

The Vesterbro district in Copenhagen is home to a small pleasant 

shop filled with inspiring items for the home or personal use. Crea-

tive jewellery, beautiful prints in elegant frames and everything 

from crocheted licorice allsorts to cosmetic bags and attractive 

copper baskets. The shop is simply furnished, allowing the prod-

ucts on display to colour the interior.

Markant, as the shop is named, is owned by two sisters who 

started out as jewellery designers. They decided to expand, allow-

ing other designers to display and sell products from their shop. 

The idea is simple: outside designers pay a fixed rent, adjusted in 

line with how many hours they ’man’ the shop. In return, these 

’external’ designers receive 100 per cent of the proceeds for their 

products which are sold. This means more people are involved in 

running the shop.

The shop is primarily lit by spots, but inspired by its colourful niche 

idea, Louis Poulsen sought the opportunity to play with light and 

colour. A number of vibrant pendants have been to visit Markant, 

and this photo series is the result. 

Light and colour at 
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Toldbod 120

Toldbod 120
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Have you ever thought about how you welcome guests to your 

home? Many people have inviting front gardens, beautiful pots 

and tiles leading up to the front door. But lighting is often ne-

glected. When darkness falls, the entrance becomes a black 

spot on the facade, broken only by reflected light from the 

windows. 

We can only urge you to welcome guests – and the ordinary 

residents of your home – with pleasant, attractive lighting. Out-

door lighting is often seen as secondary or unimportant. But it 

is the first impression which greets you and your guests. 

As with all lighting, there is good reason to carefully consider 

your choice of outdoor fixtures. They have to withstand the 

ravages of the weather, and fulfil a specific functional task, in 

terms of providing good illumination of the entrance. They are 

also your visitors’ first impression of the style and atmosphere 

you have set in the rest of the house. 

A few snapshots from terrace houses in Copenhagen clearly 

show how you can boost the appearance of a neighbourhood 

by being conscious of outdoor lighting. Go for an evening walk 

and see for yourself what difference good lighting can make to 

the surroundings. 

 
hello

goodbye
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AJ 50

PH AJ 50
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AJ 50

PH 3-2½
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Damiano Alberti, the owner, welcomes his guests warmly as they 

enter the well lit, almost sacral room, where Wilhelm Wohlert’s 

beautiful glass spheres hang in a large circle just inside the door. 

But it wasn’t always like this. 

The rooms were previously home to a small cafe with yellow 

plastic light shades. The yellow sheen gave the cafe a warm 

ambience, and was so intense that even the white walls looked 

yellowish. ”We left the lights as they were when we took over 

the premises,” says Damiano Alberti.  

”We had never given it much thought. It was only when one of 

our customers – Ole Drachmann, an architect – drew our atten-

tion to the fact that the wine in the glasses had the wrong colour 

that we decided to do something about it. 

It is no good spending time preparing quality food and then 

serving it in lighting which distorts its true colour. 

In actual fact there is more focus on the wine than the food here, 

as we are a wine bar where you can also eat.” 

 
enomania

wine bar   

L i G H T  i S  e v e r y T H i n G  a T  
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Wine colour could confuse

You can easily spend DKK 45,000 on a bottle wine if you want 

to, as many of Enomania’s patrons are connoisseurs who know 

a lot about wine. 

The bar often hosts blind tasting events, where participants 

have to guess the wine, the year and where it was produced. 

Good lighting is therefore important, as the wrong light could 

distort the wine hues and potentially confuse participants. 

”We no longer have that problem. The new pendants de-

signed by Wilhelm Wohlert ensure that our customers see our 

wine in the correct light. 

In the main room he has placed the pendants in a big circle, 

whereas in the small room he has grouped four pendants to 

form one large one. 

Together, the fixtures give our wine bar ideal lighting. They 

are also connected to a dimmer, so we can set the mood we 

want.” 

Book to avoid disappointment 

The name Enomania derives from ancient Greek. Eno means 

’wine’ – so the name implies a manic need for wine. The wine 

bar received the Danish ’Årets Udskænkningspris’ award a few 

years ago, recognising it as the venue offering the best wine 

experience. 

Damiano Alberti believes Denmark will see more and more 

wine bars, much like in Italy – because Danes love wine. If you 

want to taste the food, and especially the wine, at Enomania, 

it is wise to book in advance, because the wine bar’s 30-40 

seats are frequently booked out.
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You step into a grey universe. Harmonious and cool. The lounge room walls are a relatively 

dark grey which continues, extraordinarily, on to the ceiling. The stringent, simple furni-

ture gives the room a graphic appearance, yet still inviting and friendly.

Exploring some of the other rooms you find a softer style, which contrasts well with the 

graphic look. Exclusive designer furniture and accessories are mixed with soft leather and 

cushions, as well as simple elements such as a wood stained wallpaper pasting table, 

which appears both hip and thoughtful in these surroundings with its new finish.

The lighting matches in a calm and considered manner. Whether the inspiration is Japa-

nese or French boudoir style, the light fixtures blend in naturally. Despite their peaceful 

presence, they help highlight and amplify the lovely atmosphere in this attractive mix of 

grey hues – cool grey!

 
grey

cool
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PH 5 Classic

Enigma 425

AJ

AJ 
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Collage 450
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COLLAGE 450
Design: Louise Campbell

ENIGMA 545
Design: Shoichi uchiyama

AEROS
Design: ross Lovegrove

COLLAGE 600  
Design: Louise Campbell

AJ ROYAL
Design: arne Jacobsen

CAMPBELL 210 & 275
Design: Louise Campbell

ENIGMA 425
Design: Shoichi uchiyama

MOSER
Design: anu Moser

DOO-WOP
Design: Louis Poulsen in cooperation with Danish navy’s buildings Department

LC SHUTTERS
Design: Louise Campbell
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AEROS. Design: ross Lovegrove. Materials: anodised or white 
lacquered aluminium. Colours: Golden Sand, white. Dimensions: 
Diameter 723mm, height 180mm, height incl. cord suspension 
724mm.

AJ ROYAL. Design: arne Jacobsen. Materials: white lacquered alu-
minium and steel. Dimensions: Ø 370: Diameter 370mm, height 
181mm, Ø 500: Diameter 500mm, height 225mm.  

CAMPBELL 210. Design: Louise Campbell. Materials: Mouth-
blown clear glass with sandblasted stripes. Dimensions: Diameter 
210mm, height 284mm.  

CAMPBELL 275. Design: Louise Campbell. Materials: Mouth-
blown clear glass with sandblasted stripes. Dimensions: Diameter 
275mm, height 371mm. 

COLLAGE 450. Design: Louise Campbell. Materials: Laser-cut acrylic 
in colours Snow white, Hotlips (pink), Juicy orange, Lemon yellow, 
Smoke Screen (grey). Suspension in natural anodised aluminium. 
Dimensions: Diameter 450mm, height 288mm.

COLLAGE 600. Design: Louise Campbell. Materials: Laser-cut acrylic 
in colours Snow white, Hotlips (pink), Juicy orange, Lemon yellow, 
Smoke Screen (grey). Suspension in natural anodised aluminium. 
Dimensions: Diameter 600mm, height 360mm.

DOO-WOP. Design: Louis Poulsen in cooperation with Søværnets 
bygningsdistrikt (Danish navy’s buildings Department). brass or 
aluminium in the glossy colours white, dark grey, red, green or 
blue. Dimensions: Diameter 283mm, height 245mm.

ENIGMA 425. Design: Shoichi uchiyama. Materials: Shades: acrylic, 
Cone: brushed and lacquered aluminium. Dimensions: Diameter 
422mm, height 740mm. 

ENIGMA 545. Design: Shoichi uchiyama. Materials: Shades: acrylic, 
Cone: brushed and lacquered aluminium. Dimensions: Diameter 
545mm, height 970mm. enigma 825 is available to order.

LC SHUTTERS. Design: Louise Campbell. Materials: Shade: Spun alu-
minium. Punched and embossed in white or white with coloured 
foils. Suspension: Powder-coated die-cast aluminium. Diffuser ball: 
acrylic. Dimensions: Diameter 440mm, height 301mm.

MOSER. Design: anu Moser. Materials: Mouth-blown matt white 
opal glass. Suspension in polished aluminium. Dimensions: Ø 
185: Diameter 185mm, height 255mm, Ø 205: Diameter 205mm, 
height 285mm, Ø 250: Diameter 250mm, height 360mm.

PH 2/1 PENDANT. Design: Poul Henningsen. Materials: Shades: 
Mouth-blown white opal glass, Suspension: high-lustre, chrome-
plated aluminium. Dimensions: Diameter 200mm, height 140mm. 

PH 2/1 STEM FITTING. Design: Poul Henningsen. Materials: Shades: 
Mouth-blown white opal glass, body and suspension: high-
lustre, chrome-plated brass and aluminium. Dimensions: Diameter 
596mm, height 551mm (incl. pendant fitting).

PH 3/2 PENDANT. Design: Poul Henningsen. Materials: Shades: 
Mouth-blown white opal glass, Suspension: high-lustre or black, 
chrome-plated brass. Dimensions: Diameter 290mm, height 
242mm. 

For details of light sources, wattages and light source sizing, 
please refer to our online overview at: 
stayplugged.louispoulsen.com 

Pendants

PH 3/2 PENDANT
Design: Poul Henningsen

PH 2/1 STEM FITTING
Design: Poul Henningsen

PH 2/1 PENDANT
Design: Poul Henningsen
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PH 50
Design: Poul Henningsen

PH 5
Design: Poul Henningsen

PH 5 CLASSIC
Design: Poul Henningsen

PH 4½-4 GLASS PENDANT
Design: Poul Henningsen

PH 4/3 PENDANT
Design: Poul Henningsen

PH 3½-3 PENDANT
Design: Poul Henningsen

PH 3/2 ACADEMY
Design: Poul Henningsen

PH 5-4½
Design: Poul Henningsen

PH ARTICHOKE
Design: Poul Henningsen

PH SNOWBALL
Design: Poul Henningsen
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PH 3/2 ACADEMY. Design: Poul Henningsen. Materials: Shades: 
Mouth-blown white opal glass, body and suspension: high-
lustre, chrome-plated brass. Dimensions: Diameter 680mm, height 
345mm. 

PH 3½-3 PENDANT. Design: Poul Henningsen.  Materials: Shade: 
deepdrawn aluminium, suspension: silk mat brown, copper. 
Dimensions: Diameter 330mm, height 307mm. 

PH 4/3 PENDANT. Design: Poul Henningsen. Materials: white 
lacquered aluminium. Dimensions: Diameter 400mm, height 
200mm.

PH 4½-4 GLASS PENDANT. Design: Poul Henningsen. Materials: 
Shades: Mouth-blown white opal glass, Suspension: high-lustre, 
chrome-plated aluminium. Dimensions: Diameter 450mm, height 
410mm. 

PH 5 CLASSIC. Design: Poul Henningsen. Materials: white matt-lac-
quered aluminium. Dimensions: Diameter 500mm, height 285mm. 

PH 50. Design: Poul Henningsen. Materials: Chilli red, Mint blue, 
wasabi Green, Coconut white or olive black wet-lacquered glossy  
aluminium. Dimensions: Diameter 500mm, height 285mm. 

PH 5. Design: Poul Henningsen. Materials: white/rose, Dark grey/
Turquoise, army Green/Dark grey or rose/Green matt-lacquered 
aluminium. Dimensions: Diameter 500mm, height 285mm. 

PH 5-4½. Design: Poul Henningsen. Materials: white matt-lac-
quered aluminium. Dimensions: Diameter 466mm, height 318mm.

 

PH ARTICHOKE. Design: Poul Henningsen. Materials: Leaves: Cop-
per, brushed steel or white lacquered steel. Frame: High-lustre, 
chrome-plated steel. Dimensions: Ø 480: Diameter 480mm, height 
497mm, Ø 600: Diameter 600mm, height 580mm. Ø 720 and Ø 
840 available to order. 

PH SNOWBALL. Design: Poul Henningsen. Materials: white lac-
quered aluminium, high-lustre finish on top, and matt finish on 
underside, Frame: high-lustre, chrome-plated aluminium. Dimen-
sions: Diameter 400mm, height 390mm.

TOLDBOD 155/220 GLASS PENDANT. Design: Louis Poulsen. Ma-
terials: Mouth-blown white opal glass, pendant fitting in brushed 
stainless steel. Dimensions: 155: Diameter 155 mm, height incl. 
pendant fitting 260mm. 220: Diameter 220mm, height incl. pen-
dant fitting 375mm.

TOLDBOD 120 DUO PENDANT. Design: Louis Poulsen. Materials: 
Spun aluminium shade in colours Misty blue, black berry, Cloudy 
white, yellow blossom, all with high gloss wet-lacquered sur-
face, and Grey Thunder with matt-lacquered and textured surface. 
reflector in spun anodised aluminium. Dimensions: Diameter 
120mm, height 121mm.

WOHLERT. Design: vilhelm wohlert. Materials: Mouth-blown matt 
white opal glass, pendant fitting in brushed steel Dimensions: Ø 
300: Diameter 300mm, height 320mm, Ø 350: Diameter 350mm, 
height 370mm. Ø 400 is available to order. 

For details of light sources, wattages and light source sizing, 
please refer to our online overview at: 
stayplugged.louispoulsen.com. 

TOLDBOD 155/220 GLASS PENDANT
Design: Louis Poulsen

TOLDBOD 120 DUO PENDANT
Design: Louis Poulsen

WOHLERT
Design: vilhelm wohlert
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PH 3½-2½ FLOOR
Design: Poul Henningsen

PH 80
Design: Poul Henningsen

PH 4½-3½ GLASS TABLE & FLOOR
Design: Poul Henningsen

SNOW
Design: Louise Campbell

PH 3/2 TABLE
Design: Poul Henningsen

PH 2/1 TABLE
Design: Poul Henningsen

PANTHELLA TABLE & FLOOR
Design: verner Panton

AJ TABLE & FLOOR
Design: arne Jacobsen

AJ FLOOR
Design: arne Jacobsen

AJ TABLE
Design: arne Jacobsen

PH 4/3 TABLE
Design: Poul Henningsen
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AJ TABLE. Design: arne Jacobsen. Materials: Steel in colours 
black, white, graphite grey, 1805 (petroleum), 1806 (red), 1808 
(sand), 1809 (yellow/green) and 1810 (blue/green). Dimensions: 
Diameter 350mm, height 560mm.

AJ FLOOR. Design: arne Jacobsen. Materials: Steel in colours black, 
white, graphite grey, 1805 (petroleum), 1806 (red), 1808 (sand), 
1809 (yellow/green) and 1810 (blue/green). Dimensions: Depth 
325mm, height 1300mm.

PANTHELLA TABLE. Design: verner Panton. Materials: Shade 
in white opal acrylic, base and top in white abS. Dimensions: 
Diameter 400mm, height 580mm. 

PANTHELLA FLOOR. Design: verner Panton. Materials: Shade in 
white opal acrylic, stem in white lacquered steel, base and top in 
white abS. Dimensions: Diameter 500mm, height 1305mm. 

PH 2/1 TABLE. Design: Poul Henningsen. Materials: Shades: 
Mouth-blown white opal glass, body and suspension: high-lustre, 
chrome-plated brass. Dimensions: Diameter 200mm, height 
355mm.

PH 3/2 TABLE. Design: Poul Henningsen. Materials: Shades: 
Mouth-blown white opal glass, body and suspension: high-lustre 
or black chrome-plated brass. Dimensions: Diameter 290mm, 
height 472mm.

PH 3½-2½ FLOOR. Design: Poul Henningsen. Materials: Shades: 
Mouth-blown white opal glass, Stem and base: high-lustre, 

chrome-plated brass and steel. Dimensions: Diameter 330mm, 
height 1300mm.

PH 4/3 TABLE. Design: Poul Henningsen. Materials: Shades: white 
lacquered aluminium, Stem and base: high-lustre, chrome-plated 
brass and steel. Dimensions: Diameter 450mm, height 540mm.

PH 80. Design: Poul Henningsen. Materials: Shades: white opal 
acrylic and polycarbonate, stem in high-lustre, chrome-plated 
steel. Dimensions: Diameter 550mm, height 1315mm. 

PH 4½-3½ GLASS TABLE. Design: Poul Henningsen. Materials: 
Shades: Mouth-blown white opal glass, Top plate and stem: 
high-lustre, chrome-plated brass and steel. Dimensions: Diameter 
450mm, height 550mm. 

PH 4½-3½ GLASS FLOOR. Design: Poul Henningsen. Materials: 
Shades: Mouth-blown white opal glass, Stem: high-lustre, chrome-
plated brass and steel. Dimensions: Diameter 450mm, height 
1250mm. 

SNOW. Design: Louise Campbell. Materials: Transparent acrylic 
(PMMa) with silk screen print. Dimensions: Diameter 350mm, 
height 1505mm, width 842mm.

For details of light sources, wattages and light source sizing, 
please refer to our online overview at: 
stayplugged.louispoulsen.com

Table
& floor
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AJ 50 WALL LED – OUTDOOR
Design: arne Jacobsen

PH 3-2½ WALL
Design: Poul Henningsen

TOLDBOD 155 BOLLARD
Design: Louis Poulsen

TOLDBOD 155 WALL
Design: Louis Poulsen

PH 3/2 WALL
Design: Poul Henningsen

PH 2/1 WALL
Design: Poul Henningsen

AJ EKLIPTA
Design: arne Jacobsen

AJ WALL
Design: arne Jacobsen

PH 3-2½ BOLLARD
Design: Poul Henningsen

PH HAT
Design: Poul Henningsen
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AJ WALL. Design: arne Jacobsen. Materials: Lacquered steel in 
colours black, white, graphite grey, 1805 (petroleum), 1806 
(red), 1808 (sand), 1809 (yellow/green) and 1810 (blue/green). 
Dimensions: wall box diameter: 90mm, depth 335mm, height 
180mm. 

AJ EKLIPTA Ø 220 & Ø 350. Design: arne Jacobsen. Materials: 
Mouth-blown white opal glass, wall box in white lacquered 
aluminium. Dimensions: Ø 220: wall box diameter 83mm, Lamp 
diameter 220mm, depth 105mm. Ø 350: wall box diameter 172 
mm, Lamp diameter 350mm, depth 100mm. also available with 
LeD.

PH 2/1 WALL. Design: Poul Henningsen. Materials: Shades: Mouth-
blown white opal glass, arm and suspension: high-lustre chrome-
plated aluminium and brass. Dimensions: wall box diameter 120 
mm, Lamp diameter 200mm, height 165mm, width 296mm.

PH 3/2 WALL. Design: Poul Henningsen. Materials: Shades: Mouth-
blown white opal glass, arm and wall box: high-lustre, chrome-
plated brass. Dimensions: wall box diameter 140mm, diameter 
290mm, height 235mm, depth 367mm.

PH HAT. Design: Poul Henningsen. Materials: white lacquered steel. 
Dimensions: Diameter 225mm, depth 145mm. wall box diameter 
120mm.

Outdoor lighting

AJ 50 WALL LED. Design: arne Jacobsen. Materials: Textured 
die-cast aluminium in colours aluminium-coloured, white and 
black. integrated LeD light source. Dimensions: wall box diameter 
113mm, height 248mm, depth 349mm. 

PH 3-2½ BOLLARD. Design: Poul Henningsen. Materials: Shades 
in black lacquered steel. Dimensions: Diameter 283mm, height 
909mm.

PH 3-2½ WALL. Design: Poul Henningsen. Materials: Shades in 
black lacquered steel. Dimensions: wall box diameter 121mm, 
Lamp diameter 283mm, depth 336mm, height 239mm. 

TOLDBOD 155 BOLLARD. Design: Louis Poulsen. Materials: 
aluminium-coloured or black lacquered aluminium with textured 
surface. Dimensions: Diameter 155mm, depth 267mm, height 
900mm. 

TOLDBOD 155 WALL. Design: Louis Poulsen. Materials: aluminium-
coloured or black lacquered aluminium with textured surface. 
Dimensions: Diameter 155mm, depth 267mm, height 158mm, 
wall box diameter 115mm.

For details of light sources, wattages and light source sizing, 
please refer to our online overview at: 
stayplugged.louispoulsen.com

Wall
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